The Logic Push-Down Automaton (LPDA) is introduced as an abstract operational model for the evaluation of logic programs. The LPDA can be used to describe a signi cant number of evaluation strategies, ranging from the top-down OLD strategy to bottom-up strategies, with or without prediction. Two types of dynamic programming, i.e. tabular, interpretation are de ned, one being more e cient but restricted to a subclass of LPDAs. We propose to evaluate a logic program by rst compiling it into a LPDA according to some chosen evaluation strategy, and then applying a tabular interpreter to this LPDA. This approach o ers great exibility and generalizes Magic Set transformations. It explains in a more intuitive way some known Magic Set variants and their limits, and also suggests new developments.
Introduction
The recent years have seen the popularity of (at least) two approaches to introduce tabulation in Logic Programming, for answer completeness, termination (on DATALOG programs), or e ciency through computation sharing. The rst approach consists in adding a memoing mechanism to a standard PROLOG evaluator TS86, Vie87, War89, LCMVH91]. We will not discuss this approach in this paper. The second approach is provided by the so called Magic Set transformation and its extensions BR87, BMSU86, Ram88, Sek89] . It relies on a semi-na ve (i.e. with tabulation) bottom-up evaluation of a transformed version of the original program that includes \magic" predicates to restrict the computation to a \useful" part of the search space.
We propose a third approach which, we believe, generalizes and explains Magic Set transformations. Rather than mixing into a single logic program, both data and resolution mechanisms, we introduce a distinct formalism of Logic Push-Down Automata Lan88a, Lan91] which we believe to be an appropriate operational formalism to express logic programs computations.
The key idea is that the operational proof-tree exploration strategy (e.g. bottom-up, top-down, predictive, ...) is naturally expressed, as for context-free grammars (CFG), by a non-deterministic push-down machine or automaton (PDA). Di erent types of interpreters can be used to actually execute the code of a PDA, with backtrack, breadth rst, or dynamic programming (tabulation). The execution of a logic program is thus decomposed into a compilation phase of the program into a Logical PDA (LPDA), and an interpretation phase of the LPDA code.
The combination of various compilation and interpretation strategies allows us to express uniformly a wide range of logic program evaluation techniques. This paper presents some of that spectrum. It shows in particular that the well known Magic Set techniques may be seen as the application of a particular dynamic programming interpreter to an LPDA that mimics the predictive bottom-up tree exploration proposed rst by Earley in the CFG case, and extended by Pereira and Warren to De nite Clause Grammars.
A notable advantage of this approach is the separation of concerns between compilation and interpretation phase, which results in a decomposition and hence a signi cant simpli cation of correctness proofs.
After de ning our notations in section 2, we give in section 3 a brief account of the Magic Set techniques. Section 4 introduces the logic pushdown automaton (LPDA) and some techniques for compiling logic programs into LPDAs. In section 5 we present two dynamic programming (i.e. tabular) interpretations of LPDAs, and then show in section 6 that the Magic Set construction is equivalent to a combination of the second interpretation technique, dubbed S1, with a speci c family of predictive compilers.
Notations
We consider pure rst order Horn clause programs (without any limitation such as DATALOG or range-restricted clauses). The clause k of a program P is noted \A k:0 :?A k:1 ; : : :; A k:n k :" where A k:i is an atom.
A query \?A 1 ; : : :; A n :" is implicitly normalized by adding \ 0 : query(X) :?A 1 ; : : :; A n :".
We also introduce the new set of predicates r k:i which will be used to denote \analysis points" 1 The meaning of the atom r k:i (X k:i ) is usually that \the rst i literals of clause k have been proved for substitution ."
It may also be viewed as an environment where bindings are stored while refuting the head of k . Multiple de nitions of variable tuplesX k:i may be given, but to simplify this presentation 2 , we useX k:i =X k = Var( k ) = Var(A k:0 ) Var(A k:1 ) : : : Var(A k:n k ). 3 Magic Set
Presentation
The Magic Set technique is a rewriting of logic programs so as to guide the bottom-up evaluation with a top-down predictive control, thus reducing the number of useless intermediate results produced. It can be seen as a goaloriented bottom-up evaluation. There is however a price to be paid in the added predictive control, and one must be careful that it remains smaller than the gain it procures Shi85].
The better known description of this technique is the Magic Set transformation for DATALOG programs BMSU86, BR87, Ram88]. It has been extended to PROLOG programs as the \Magic Templates" transformation Ram88] and the \Alexander Templates" transformations RLK86, Sek89] .
The formulation of the transformation rules di ers slightly from BR87] and takes after Nil91]. In particular, the atoms call(A) (resp. ret(A)) are used in place of magic(A) (resp. of A). We illustrate these rules on the clause 2 of the ancestor example. 
Technical points
Magic Set techniques were initially intended for semi-na ve bottom-up evaluators working with ground atoms. This imposes in practice (1) to consider only \range restricted" programs, and (2) to use predicate specialization techniques based on the mode of their arguments (adornments). Extensions of Magic Set transformations to compute with non-ground complex terms generally require (1) a subsumption mechanism to eliminate redundant results, (2) a mechanism for indexing large sets of non-ground atoms, and (3) structure sharing techniques to reduce the tabulation costs, as well as speed up subsumption VdlC93b, SR93].
4 Logic Push-Down Automata
History
The approach presented here takes its roots in the work on context-free (CF) parsing. First it extends the concept of push-down automaton, the standard operational model used to described parsing strategies, known to be one of the more natural devices for exploring tree structures | proof trees in our case. It also extends \Chart Parsing" Ear70] which, by using dynamic programming techniques, i.e. tabulation, can achieve the best known complexity bounds for practical parsers 3 .
The principle of our approach | compilation of the grammar/program into PDA code, and dynamic programming interpretation of that code on actual data | was rst proposed for CF parsing Lan74], thus allowing the optimization of chart parsers through the use of well known PDA construction techniques BL89], as well as providing a common theoretical justi cation to a variety of general CF parsers. It was later extended for DATALOG Lan88b] and then for PROLOG, or more precisely for full rst order Horn Clauses Lan88a].
Logic Push Down Automata
Resolution strategies (OLD, bottom-up, Earley deduction, : : :) can be decomposed into a non-deterministic proof-tree exploration strategy, and a strategy to handle the non-determinism. Most tree exploration strategies can be expressed by PDA construction techniques which are the object of this section. Section 5 will consider the handling of non-determinism when interpreting the PDA.
A PDA in the classical CF sense is usually an automaton consisting of a nite state memory and a pushdown memory that determine the state of the automaton, together with a nite set of transitions (that may scan an input string) that de nes the possible successive states changes in computations starting from some standard initial state. One essential characteristic is that each transition can observe or change the pushdown stack only to a bounded depth from its top.
Without loss of generality, the PDA model we consider has no nite state memory, since it can always be encoded in the top of the stack (which is on the left in our horizontal notation). We have three kinds of transitions, namely PUSH: B 7 ! CB, POP: BD 7 ! C and replacement SWAP: B 7 ! C, where B; C; D are pushdown stack symbols, ignoring the input scanning for simplicity. Note that the POP transitions replace two stack symbols by a single one, which is necessary to do away with the nite memory. The well known LR parsers are a typical example of this formalization of PDAs.
Classical parsing technology compiles grammars into PDAs which are then interpreted (at least when deterministic) on the sentences to be parsed. This strategy is also applicable to non-deterministic PDAs Lan74].
The Logic PDA (LPDA) follows exactly the same structure, but stack symbols are replaced by logic atoms on some sets of predicate, function and variable symbols 4 . Transitions are as in the above PDA model, but with (usually non-ground) atoms in place of symbols, and are applied to stack elements modulo a uni cation process, as illustrated in gure 1. A full formal de nition is given in Lan88a, VdlC93a] . A notable point is that the substitution produced by the uni cation is to be applied to the whole stack. It is however easy to preserve the bounded depth property of classical PDAs by appropriately delaying the application of this substitution. A computation starts from a standard initial stack, and the results, i.e. answer substitutions, may be simply extracted from nal stacks (characterized by the predicate appearing at the top). 
Compilation
Following the CF parser methodology, we now show some techniques, i.e. compilation schemes, for compiling a logic program (including the query) into a LPDA A that gives the same results. Formalization and correctness proofs for these constructions may be found in Lan88a, VdlC93a] .
With the 3 types of transitions de ned above, a wide variety of compilation schemes may be de ned. However, to preserve space within this paper, we shall consider only instantiations of the following generic scheme that covers a number of strategies found in the literature. Actual compilation schemes will be then de ned by specifying the meta-symbols C k:i and R k:i . It is straightforward to show that transition application is monotonic w.r.t. the subsumption order, i.e. when for two stacks and , then for any transition we have whenever is applicable to . T] l r l:n l (X l ) 7 ! ret(A l:0 ) 8l 6 = 0 R]eturn : returns to the calling environment after tabulation. R] k:i+1 ret(R k:i+1 )r k:i (X k ) 7 ! r k:i+1 (X k ) 8k; i 2 0; n k ? 1]
Recall that a program is a collection of rules
The initial stack is $ init ()] and we call \LPDA answer substitution" any substitution such that the nal stack Theorem 4.1 LPDA correctness: Any LPDA built according to the above generic scheme from a logic program P and a query Q, is correct. It computes non-deterministically the same answer substitutions as P on query Q, for any choice of the C k:i and R k:i that meets condition (1).
The choice of C k:i and R k:i gives ne control over the information ow -1-in the sub-queries for the C k:i (top-down ow), and -2-in the propagation of computed facts for the R k:i (bottom-up ow). The following table 1 shows the choices corresponding to some classical resolution strategies (with X denoting a fresh variable).
Thus the purely top-down OLD strategy of PROLOG imposes maximal prediction, but no bottom-up propagation of computed facts. Pure bottomup resolution imposes no restriction on sub-queries, which can actually be optimized away, but checks bottom-up propagation of computed facts. Earley resolution Por86, PW83] 2. It is not necessary to keep all variables of a clause k during the whole refutation process. One can keep with each r k:i only a vectorX k:i of useful variables, i.e. those already carrying bindings that will be needed later. The de nition of these vectors is however often complex due to the spread of bindings propagation between bottom-up and top-down phases. Table 2 gives the variables inX k:i for the OLD, Bottom-Up and Earley schemes, for k 6 = 0. 6 Table 3 contains the actual vector for an example (withÃ k:i = Var(A k:i )). 3. Some choices of the C k:i and R k:i atoms allow simpli cations. For example, for the OLD scheme, the tabulation transition T] may be simpli ed into r l:n l (X l ) 7 ! ret(X), since in the absence of constraints on fact propagation, tabulation is useless. Similarly, in the bottomup case, the selection transition S] simpli es into call(X) 7 ! r l:0 (X l ).
More generally, if a subterm of an atom is systematically generalized during prediction, the corresponding subterm in the selection transition can also be generalized. The same principle applies for tabulation and return transitions. 5 Dynamic Programming Interpretation of LPDA So far LPDAs are abstract non-deterministic devices, intended as an abstract operational model of logic programs computations. Actual interpretation of LPDA requires in particular the choice of an implementation strategy to handle non-determinism. This could be backtrack as in PROLOG or breadth-rst. We describe here two Dynamic Programming (DP), or tabular, techniques S1 and S2 that generalize CF chart parsing, and use a semi-na ve saturation. The key idea is that a LPDA computation never uses information below the top of the stack until the top is POPped. Hence, computations can be factorized w.r.t. stack tops. Stack tops, called here items, are the basic data structure used by our DP interpreters. In the S2 interpretation an item consists of the top two stack elements <A 1 jA 2 > (topmost on the left), while an S1 item consists only of the topmost stack element <A 1 j. Starting from an initial item 8 , corresponding to the initial stack, transitions are applied to already computed items and produce new items, or derived SWAP transitions in the case of POP. 9 Table 4 describes, for both interpretations, the application of a transition to a (renamed) item. All possible items (up 8 where denotes the stack bottom. Strictly speaking, a POP transition applies to pairs of items, but partial application on the rst item returns a SWAP transition. For uniformity reasons, we describe this partial application explicitly.
The following table shows how to apply directly BD 7 ! C on a pair of items. Despite its apparent complexity, this property simply states that the possible results of the non-deterministic computation are constrained only by return constraints, i.e. by bottom-up propagation of computed facts. These results would not be changed by weakening the constraints on topdown propagation of information.
In the case of our generic compilation scheme, the bottom-up property is equivalent to the condition R k:i = A k:i for every (k; i) . The Earley and
Bottom-up schemes are S1 correct, but in general the OLD scheme is not. It is actually possible to mix S1 and S2, in order to take advantage of the greater simplicity of S1 only where its use is sound. 10 Actually answer correctness requires the stated correspondence only between nal stacks and items. However, it comes as a corollary of the existence of the stated correspondence between stacks and items at every step of the computations.
DyALog : a xed-point based implementation
The simplicity of derived items (and of derived transitions) makes their tabulation tractable. Since transitions applications, and hence computations, are monotonic w.r.t. both the transitions and the items, it is possible to discard any derived object that is subsumed by a more general derived object (this is a generalization of the elimination of already known facts in ground semi-na ve evaluation). We call representative of a derivable object any derivable object that is more general.
The architecture of an e cient complete evaluator for logic program, called DyALog, has been based on these results. It uses a xed-point saturation algorithm, with tabulation and subsumption (i.e. semi-na ve) to compute a representative of all derivable items (which represent all computable stacks). DyALog works for both dynamic programming interpretations S1 and S2 (and also for their combinations), because it relies on a uniform and simple execution model described in Figure 3 . A characteristic of this implementation model is that it manages both items and transitions in a uniform way. Hence we call Dynamic Object (DOB) any object manipulated by DyALog, whether transitions , or items for S1 and S2 interpretations.
The main two components of DyALog are (1) a table where all DOBs are tabulated 11 , and (2) an agenda which keeps a collection of DOBs to be processed and decides on the order of their processing. 12 An execution cycle goes as follows (cf. With a fair agenda, the algorithm is complete and terminates when the DOB domain is nite modulo subsumption (i.e. any set of DOBs has a nite number of most general elements). This is the case for DATALOG. The subsumption test may be weakened to an equivalence test, or in the ground case to syntactic equality, generally at some cost in e ciency or termination. The implantation problems we face with DyALog are very similar to those already mentioned in section 3.3 for non-ground evaluators, viz. the indexation and the storage of the DOB table. Presently, DyALog indexes on all rst level atom arguments and uses an e cient structuresharing mechanism VdlC93b, VdlC93a].
6 Magic Set transformations vs LPDAs
Equivalence of Magic Set and Earley constructions
In the S1 interpretation of LPDAs, we can observe that items may be viewed Those rules are no other than those produced by the Magic Set construction, 13 as presented in section 3.2. The two techniques are thus computationally isomorphic. More generally, variants of the Magic Set construction describes call-return strategies which can be adequately described with S1-correct LPDAs.
Our purpose here is not to rediscover via a di erent path the well established Magic Set techniques. Rather we wish to show that a di erent formal paradigm, based on a fairly natural construction, which is a direct extension 13 Compare the transitions for the Earley LPDA of ancestor in Section 4 with the corresponding Magic Set clauses in Section 3.2.
of classical formal languages technology, is computationally isomorphic to the Magic Set approach. We believe that it gives a new and probably more intuitive understanding of the structures involved, which should help both theory and implementation.
The explanatory power of the LPDA approach is further illustrated in the next section.
6.2 From S2 to S1
The examination of the S1 interpretation shows that it amounts to forgetting the push-down store structure of the LPDA. The equivalence between S1
interpretation and Magic Set transformation thus suggests that Magic Set is ill-adapted to the representation of phenomena related to the push-down store structure, even though it is possible to contrive it as we see below.
For example, it is quite easy to de ne a variant of the OLD compilation scheme which does tail-recursion elimination by freeing environments while making the last call to a sub-query of a clause. One simply has to replace transitions C] k:n k , R] k:n k and T] k by a new transition lCT]: 14 lCT] r k:n k ?1 (X k ) 7 ! call(A k:n k ) 8k 6 = 0
However, like the pure OLD scheme, this modi ed version does not have the bottom-up property and is not S1-correct. Hence we can expect that this kind of \last call optimization" will be hard to express in the Magic Set framework. The discussion below gives a general framework to explains the method followed by RS91] to achieve this optimization.
The problem of the S1 interpretation is that it does not preserve the stack structure. In order to preserve this structure, we have to consider pairs of stack elements as in the S2 interpretation, but we will encode those pairs directly in the transitions, so as to be able to S1 interpret them, i.e. we consider transitions on a stack of pair hA; A 0 i of atoms. 15 lCT] D r k:n k ?1 (X k ); X E 7 ! hcall(A k:n k ); Xi 8k 6 = 0 The LPDAs produced by this transformed OLD scheme are S1-correct.
Thus we can read their transitions as clauses, as we did in the previous section. The result is precisely the Magic Template with tail recursion removal (MT-TR) construction proposed in RS91].
The fundamental point here is that the above transformation of LPDAs to make them S1-correct is totally independent of the kind of stack related optimization we may be interested in. In all cases, we can produce an S1-correct LPDA, and thus a corresponding Magic Set transformation. Direct explicitation of proof-tree exploration strategies and of stack management makes the constructions more intuitive, and sometimes more general, without changing the end result. An optimized OLD compilation of clause 2 of ancestor gives the following non S1-correct transitions:
Like the work on Magic Set and on tabulation techniques, the main motivation for this paper is of an operational nature, with the ultimate goal of building logic evaluators with adequate properties (performance, completeness, : : :) for various purposes. However, we believe that the development of an operational technology should be built on formal operational models of the evaluation of logic programs. Logic programming remains fundamentally based on the construction of proofs and hence of proof trees. Since the early developments of formal languages theory, and more speci cally of Context-Free languages theory, it is known that the push-down engine is one of the more natural devices for describing a large family of tree exploration/construction strategies. A large body of knowledge and techniques has been developed around this idea, which can probably be generalized at least in part to logic programming. Indeed, CF languages have long be known as a subfamily of logic programs, and the very rst version of the Magic Set strategy was developed early on by Pereira and Warren as an extension of Earley's parsing algorithm PW83], even though in a fully interpreted rather than compiled form.
The ideas presented in this paper are more than mere hindsight and reconstruction, since several were developed independently of the corresponding work in the Magic Set setting. Other variants, not considered here, can be naturally expressed in our formalization. We feel that the PDA model is a very intuitive support for understanding these phenomena and constructions, even more than exhibited here, since for brevity we had to present mainly the generic scheme which is more abstract than each speci c construction.
Since the pushdown engine model also underlies most implementations of PROLOG, we expect the LPDA to be the proper framework for bridging the backtrack technology of PROLOG and the semi-na ve saturation techniques more in favor in the database community. The LPDA model also lends itself nicely to other extensions, such as the Subsumption-oriented Push{Down Automata BVdlC92, VdlC93a], which extends our techniques to non Herbrand domains, with applications to such areas as constraint logic programming, natural language parsing or abstract interpretation.
